CrossWire's Open Software Development Process

**Develop**
- Personal Workspace
- Make Changes
- Rebase (cvs update -d)
- Test
- Rebase (cvs update -d)
- Commit To Baseline (cvs commit) or Submit for Review (cvs diff -u > task.patch)

**Open Development**
- Coordinate with Maintainer
- Tag Baseline (tag: x.odd.z++)
- Accomplish Task

**Stable Cycle**
- Profile
- Thoroughly Test
- Bug Fix / Profile / Add Feature Within Interface
- Make Release (tag: x.even.z++)
- Promote Baseline To Release (branch: x.even++.0)

**Soft Freeze Cycle**
- Profile
- Thoroughly Test
- Bug Fix / Profile / Add Feature Within Interface
- Tag Baseline (tag: x.odd.z++)
- Promote Baseline To Soft Freeze (branch: x.odd.90)